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Many American pundits believed that Fidel Castro and his Revolution would be short-lived, and then the
grouchy bearded guy proceeded to outlast ten U.S. Presidents. For a half century Cuba has been a key issue
in U.S. foreign policy: sometimes an irritation, always an antagonist, and once bringing the world to within a
blink of a nuclear World War III. How can this be, how can a small island country with few resources and of
little consequence stand toe to toe with the global superpower for fifty years? It cant, but it did.

To understand how and why the proverbial elephant and mouse have shaken their fists at each other to a
standoff its necessary to have a deeper understanding of Cuba and her people. It is so much more than
tropical breezes, smooth rum, aromatic cigars and melodic salsa tunes. It is a legacy of colonial abuses, racial
and religious conflict, raw Cold War politics, mafia meddling, pride which runs far deeper than mere
machismo, U.S. presidential politics, and a family feud that spans the Florida Straits and extends to millions
of people.

One could no more comprehend Cuba by reading bombastic speeches by political leaders than one could
visualize a mosaic from a box of stone chips. Author Jonathan Showe had to experience it at ground level,
through the eyes and experiences of humble farmers as well as erudite professionals, true Fidelistas as well
as dissidents. How else could he understand the disconnect between the tale of the Cuban diplomat in
Washington who had to persuade emergency room administrators that he would pay for treatment of his
bleeding child with the words of the starry eyed teenager in Havana who explained there are machines all
around Miami that will dispense money just by pushing a few buttons.

Cuba Rising will not guide you to Havanas famous monuments, restaurants or hotels, or to its vast array of
historical and architectural wonderments - except in passing. But it will enable you to understand Cubas
history of betrayal which has driven her to self reliance; her cultural traditions of synthesis which are
fundamental from family through foreign policy, and; how Cubas national experience spanning centuries is
propelling the country into a lively new posture in the 21st century. As U.S. foreign policy begins to embrace
change, as Fidel Castro and his legacy pass from the spotlight, as China and Venezuela become players in
Cuba, we can expect sweeping change in U.S.-Cuban relations and in Cubas role on the world stage. That
may change the relationship from mainly noisy to vitally important. Preview it in these pages and understand
it when you see it in the headlines.
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From reader reviews:

Peter Pitts:

Information is provisions for people to get better life, information presently can get by anyone with
everywhere. The information can be a knowledge or any news even an issue. What people must be consider
when those information which is within the former life are hard to be find than now is taking seriously which
one works to believe or which one the particular resource are convinced. If you have the unstable resource
then you have it as your main information you will have huge disadvantage for you. All those possibilities
will not happen inside you if you take Cuba Rising as the daily resource information.

Kristopher Sutherland:

The book with title Cuba Rising posesses a lot of information that you can study it. You can get a lot of help
after read this book. This particular book exist new expertise the information that exist in this publication
represented the condition of the world at this point. That is important to yo7u to find out how the
improvement of the world. That book will bring you within new era of the globalization. You can read the e-
book on your own smart phone, so you can read it anywhere you want.

Blair Chappell:

A lot of people always spent all their free time to vacation as well as go to the outside with them family
members or their friend. Are you aware? Many a lot of people spent many people free time just watching
TV, as well as playing video games all day long. If you would like try to find a new activity here is look
different you can read a new book. It is really fun in your case. If you enjoy the book which you read you can
spent the whole day to reading a guide. The book Cuba Rising it is rather good to read. There are a lot of
folks that recommended this book. These were enjoying reading this book. In case you did not have enough
space to deliver this book you can buy typically the e-book. You can m0ore very easily to read this book
from a smart phone. The price is not too costly but this book offers high quality.

Shirley Davenport:

Cuba Rising can be one of your starter books that are good idea. We all recommend that straight away
because this guide has good vocabulary that may increase your knowledge in terminology, easy to
understand, bit entertaining however delivering the information. The article author giving his/her effort to
place every word into delight arrangement in writing Cuba Rising but doesn't forget the main level, giving
the reader the hottest and also based confirm resource data that maybe you can be one among it. This great
information could drawn you into new stage of crucial thinking.
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